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Only by becoming involved can the city's residents ensure
that the nature of the growth and development of Sydney
is as good as our city and its people deserve
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* “Stench” was used many times by Barry O’Farrell and against him when he resigned. It is not my preferred term but reality is reality

RECYCLING INCOMPETENCE: LABOR’S STENCH RETURNS TO HAUNT SYDNEY
© RG 2017

Using meaningless participation as a facade to cover over disagreement merely clogs up conflict,
creating a dam of resentment, which spills over in the form of increasing litigation, loss of
trust in politicians and administrators, and poor planning outcomes ...
The progressive erosion of effective democratic institutions in planning by
State governments is likely to increase the political potency of
planning as an election issue at a state government level.
ROB STOKES PHD

This week the Berejiklian Government made two announcements that fit exactly BOF’s definition of “planning
stench” which he promised the Coalition would end. They represent the continued punches to the guts to
Western Sydney and regions which Mark Coultan correctly said led to the defeat of two Labor Governments
(add Kennett’s). NSW undermined Rudd and Gillard as Berejiklian is doing again with the same projects and
blunders.
In July 2008 the SMH published “Metro a $12b disaster, says buried report”, which summarised then Treasurer
Michael Costa’s commissioned report by a preeminent world expert, Jim Steer. The then Opposition criticised
the subsequent item on Labor’s merry-go-round, the CBD Metro, as a “fiasco” that no corporate board could
ever endorse, coming from a “planning stench”; with the Telegraph’s editor saying it would rank 998 if there
was a 1,000-item priority list. The incoming Transport Minister Berejiklian said that metros were finished if the
Coalition came into power.
The NSW Government and the Federal Governments
are fused in their broad approach to Western Sydney
and in particular a “WESTERN SYDNEY CITY DEAL”, which
led ...
Mr Turnbull (to) spruik the deal as a "very big change"
in the federal government's relationship with the NSW
government when it came to the investment in cities.

The metro and tram projects are early indicators of the
success or failure of the CITY DEAL approach to achieve
what an acknowledged planning expert, Dr Garry
Bowditch, said, namely
Community support and trust towards credible
infrastructure plans must be earned with sound
community engagement and better customer service
outcomes. These must form the central plank of the
new long-term infrastructure-planning regime, not just
a focus on assets and projects. This is by far Australia's
most pressing infrastructure imperative.

SUMMARY
1.

Jacana, the RTBU and ParraCity had conducted train and
tram planning exercises which have been subverted, there
is no “city plan”, and metros are haphazard: the CITY DEAL
should redress these historical faux pas.

2.

EISs are inadequate and the precursor tram “Options
Report/s” did not meet the requirements for Business Case
validation. Community trust is damaged.

3.

There are better options which the EISs and Business Cases
exclude which should be put before the Parliament and
community in a proper engagement cycle and educate
councils instead of the Labor-style PR hidden-data/
pamphleteering.

4.

The Carlingford tram lies broadly along a heavy rail corridor
that was long recognised as having strategic value if better
used, the community has been misinformed.

5.

The sterilisation of that heavy rail corridor has been
deliberate which prejudices the Christie/Greiner potential
for fast trains to Parramatta which in turn would
a) Save time and money and obviate the need for the
cannibalistic metros (Berejiklian’s)

It and the SouthWest and West Metros are also tests
of the Greater Sydney Commission’s statutory duties
to
•

lead metropolitan planning for the greater Sydney region
...

•

to promote the alignment of Government infrastructure
decision-making with land use planning .... to integrate
government infrastructure decision-making with land use
planning and decisions ...
(and, politically, to
deliver)

•

a “new paradigm of community engagement”.

The mistakes inherent in the Berejiklian 2012 Long Term
Transport Master Plan are still the defects of 2017. The
cost of non-learning? - $30 billion and climbing.

b)

Allow the most effective airport transit network in the
world together with better carriages

6.

The destructive process failures which caused community
damage in Surry Hills and along Anzac Pde are being
repeated in a mindless and deceitful manner along the
Bankstown corridor and in North Parramatta, and must be
stopped pending re-planning in accordance with iA and
Grattan recommendations.

7.

The NSW Government has funded the Parra tram to less
than 1/3 and the West Metro not at all, but has not followed
the probity and prudential stages required by the Federal
Government or “bankers”, and ignored requirements to
test options and not separate stages, so the projects are
unnecessarily both risky and operationally questionable.
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What we have in 2017 is a new “stench”: a metastasising litter of metros, expungement of massive work by Ron
Christie and Nick Greiner as well as Sir Rod Eddington in favour of the work of second-raters, community
disengagement, secret documents, hidden benefit/cost numbers, poor pre-planning and ridiculous cost
escalations, rejection of iA and iNSW prudential and probity standards, developer clients/dictators, cowed
parliamentarians, and deceit over the damage to the Bradfield-era heavy rail system – and still no “city plan”.
The Grattan Institute has called this culture “negligent”. It robs regions of promised funds and shows a lack of
nous. Has there ever been a more inept situation?
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“City planning” is holistic, complex and ridden with conflicts and challenges. This document is an overview of
the “SAVE SYDNEY” suite which covers the most important factors and correctible mistakes facing Sydney in the
foreseeable future.

Overview
A recent Reachtel poll reported by the SMH found that 74.3% of those polled thought that Berejiklian was the
same or worse than Baird; while the Australian’s spin was that Berejiklian was carrying Baird’s dead cat in her
handbag. The simple facts are, the policies were and are the same and the two BBs were in lockstep from about
2008 with nary a report of disagreement (GOOGLE at The Bays notwithstanding – that was a Berejiklian special).
In particular, O’Farrell and Baird made excuses for Berejiklian every time her statements, policies and projects
were found to be based on wrong data, wrong principles and/or wrong motives. None of the three or all
Treasurers, Ministers and CEOs will escape the odium of the “Bairdijiklian model” of July 2012 onwards and still
running. They reinforce bad practice as with Treasurer Perrottet saying he would trot to Canberra with a
begging bowl for the West Metro when Treasury Guidelines had been breached. An iteration of Berejiklian
“plans” has produced waste of $30 billion and $70 billion in unfunded promises; and three current crises
underway in Sydney have no visible means of resolution between agencies and in the community: the
Bankstown extension of the Metro, the North Parramatta repetition of tram mayhem, and the completion of
WestConnex; with massive other conundrums on the way.
To show how embedded the “stench” is, on October 17 the Government announced it had made another design
and financial change to F6/WestConnex – again ignoring the Greater Sydney Commission’s statutory commands
which include 3...integrate government infrastructure decision-making with land use planning, Infrastructure and
land use decisions. This was after The Age/SMH revealed that an instruction had been issued to exclude rail
options which breaches iA guidelines; and after the Tempe Spaghetti contact had failed and may well need
sweetening – but as Greiner put it, this is “a bit arse-about”. The Government ignores iNSW, iA, Grattan and
Eddington probity and prudential best practice.
All are in the hands of tunnel-minded, singular agencies, in the absence of an agreed and respected “city plan”.
•

Leading urban/transport scholar SydUni 1971-78 – detailed
politico-economic studies of Chicago and Sydney – to M Ec

•

Manager Planning Co-ordination, later Executive Director
(Planning), in DOT – ‘released’ by Langton/Carr/Moore-Wilton for
“pushing Western Sydney too hard”

•

Reforming General Manager of Newcastle City Council

•
•
•
•

Chief advisor to Minister for Minerals & Energy, Industrial Development etc
(reform of AGL and Elcom)
Manager Planning Co-ordination in Department of Industrial Development
& Decentralisation / State Development
Reforming General Manager of NSW Commercial Services
Strategic consultant to Rockdale’s Brighton re-planning – pier, marina,
international hotel, Bay St boulevard, F6 re-design
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Hanging like a dead albatross in the north is an uber-tunnel to solve a local problem, and around Parramatta
another in the West Metro that ignores Ron Christie and Nick Greiner, all being suspect because no “local
solutions” and north/south needs study have been incorporated, all options and probity/prudency tests having
been avoided.
$70 billion worth of unfunded promises shows that the system is broken while only 1 – 4% of new dwellings will
be served by $20 billion worth of shadowing metros. “Waste” from rejecting options amounts to some $30
billion.
That is a serious situation, of world-standing severity. A helicopter view looks like this (CITY PLAN refers to
COAG’s 2009 directive to prepare one by 2012, see the cover).

The start point of the north/south thinking was in 1995 when the current author gained the approval of the
then Cabinet to start a comparative corridor assessment; leading coincidentally to the Urban Transport
Statement in 2006 –which showed the main corridors in Sydney as opposed to gaps (congestion axes,
below left) versus the inherent mistake of the Metro alignment:
Urban Transport Statement (2006)

Potentially the largest flow in Sydney:
Hurstville to Macquarie Park
4.46 m passenger kilometres per day
Camden/Campbelltown to Macq Pk 6.37 m

The current Metro (at right) maintains the existing Bradfield’s “spread” at great expense and no payback
and does not service the north-south “orbital” flows – the essence of “reducing congestion”. West Metro
will exacerbate the catastrophe. RailCorp’s Anzac Metro adaptation had an estimated direct catchment of
220,000 people against the CBD Metro’s 10,000. The Labor Metromeisters killed the project for no logical
reason. The current tram projects will worsen congestion and lower operational standards as will be
shown. The myths, or “elephants in the room” remaining include:
•

That a second rail crossing of the Harbour is necessary when the real need is for a N/S connection to the west
of the CBD – like the one already there between Rhodes and Meadowbank on the Main North Line. There is
no point in pumping more commuters into the centre only to send them out again but that is exactly what the
TfNSW/Metro Black Box “thinkers” do

•

That the extravagant closure then reconstruction of suburban lines to run metro trains is necessary. Metros
can and do run in heavy rail corridors elsewhere and should do here. 50 large buildings are being demolished,
with massive congestion and environmental damage, unnecessarily. Both Christie and the iNSW reports
focussed on upgrading train and signalling controls on the existing network and that remains the real priority.
Running metros then becomes easier. The saving would be in the $ multi-billions.

On the left below are the main route-coverage elements in EDDINGTON BEDROCK, and on the right, the
increased costs and delays of Berejiklian’s signature mega-style as criticised (without naming names) by iA –
timing is important, the Goanna sits in a different timeframe to the West Metro and the loss of GOOGLE and
16,000 dwellings is enough pain from inappropriate ideologies:
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The full scale forms are in separate documents

The NSW Government cannot refute this critique because it hasn’t done its homework on its own work let
alone alternatives. It is not possible at the moment for anyone to assess and measure the operational,
financial, environmental, aesthetic and other effects of one transport and land use pattern compared with
others – as the RTA’s Future Directions (1991) attempted. Forced densification will have congestion,
affordability and heatsink “diseconomies” but no agency is known to have bothered to test it. The Metro
already provides a station at Barangaroo that points the wrong way. The longer Metro cannot serve the
dominant flows which will be road-based, increasing the public and private costs of congestion, in the
absence of the Gibbons “augmentation” options. There is no meaningful basis for agency negotiation and
community/media engagement.

THE REAL ORIGIN OF THE METRO JULY 2012
The Metros have had a charmed path since July 2012. It should be remembered that Rail Co-ordinator-General
Ron Christie’s 2001 long-term strategic plan had metros some 10 to 20 years off, including a “missing link” River
Metro. The focus was on maximising the value of the city’s world-class heavy rail system which has not been
sufficiently adapted in line with changing urban needs. The RailCorp Board took an admirable stance by taking
the River Metro into a slightly different Anzac Metro, which was an ideal configuration for the mode – some 19
kms long with 16 stations, taking buses off Victoria Road, the CBD, Oxford Street, Anzac Parade and the western
end of the lower north and UNSW end of the south-eastern suburbs.
The NW to SW Metro, with its commitment of $20 billion-plus to replace one train system with another, with no
extra capacity or spread, came from that spectacular smashing of promises and planning directions by Transport
Minister Berejiklian, in concert with Premier O’Farrell and Treasurer Baird, in July 2012 (Infrastructure
Partnerships Australia’s comment in last box, below, was sound but ignored).
In an electoral sense, the July ’12 “decision” (which was a non-decision – MA Crenson) was illegitimate as it
fundamentally breached election promises in a critical matter affecting the State’s future.

The post-March 2011 election phases are shown in this chronology:
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January 2012

Baird
Gladys

April 2012

Gladys
Rodd
Staples

Kerry Schott (to be on boards of IPA and iA and supplicant Moorebank IMT) presents Interim Report of her version of the Commission of Audit,
following on from Michael Lambert's first one. It described the failures of the NSW system against Treasury Guidelines, in detail, and set out a
prescritption. Her final report in May was much more generalised and less critical. This is a key point: would BOF/Baird/Berejiklian clean up the mess;
or shamble on? The Government Response referred to the NW Heavy Rail link being underway; and imminent preparation of the Transport Masterplan
and and 20 year Infrastructure Strategy (iNSW).
Said Rodd Staples would lead the NW project, and said he should not be judged by his previous role. “We will not blame very, very talented people for
the mistakes of the previous Labor government”. Despite the CBD Metro debacle, which has cost NSW taxpayers more than $400 million since it was
cancelled by the Keneally government, Mr Staples won a reputation with private sector infrastructure groups. … Mr Staples is known to have been
examining ways of converting part of the CityRail grid to a single-deck, high-frequency metro-style system . Ms Berejiklian, however, confirmed that
standard double-decked trains would run on the new rail line. ''This is a heavy rail link,'' she said.
The executive director of Infrastructure Partnerships Australia, Brendan Lyon, said Mr Staples's appointment was particularly welcome.”
Ms Berejiklian has appointed Owen Johnstone-Donnet, an experienced Liberal adviser and former executive with the infrastructure lobby Tourism and
Transport Taskforce, as chief of staff. Larry McGrath, from the TTF's sister organisation, Infrastructure Partnerships Australia, is her policy director.

TTF
IPA
Metro
June 2012

Minister Berejiklian released “Sydney’s Rail Future” with an accelerated program of new Metro (NW converted from double-deckers) and 2nd Harbour
Crossing (brought forward by over 20 years), and conversion of Bankstown and part of the Illawarra lines to metro.

Budget 2012

Baird

In 2012-13, the Government will release strategies and plans to meet the State’s infrastructure and planning challenges over the next 20 years. As part of
this, INSW will release the 20-year NSW State Infrastructure Strategy (SIS). Reforms and initiatives proposed will address blockages and impediments to
infrastructure delivery and improve policies and processes to continuously drive value for money throughout the capital lifecycle.

July 2012

Gladys
Staples
TTF

Government decides to convert the NW heavy rail line to metro, after saving $200 m on smaller tunnels (0.000025% of project cost, but with
unforeseen consequences of at least $20 billion). There is no strategic land use/transport plan, full community engagement, or Treasury costing.
DT: In 2012 Staples was already talking as if a second Harbour rail tunnel was inevitable. Staples must have been pretty happy to see Baird and
Constance out on a barge where exploratory holes are being drilled under the Harbour…
SMH 4 July: Berejiklian, said the decision to bore smaller tunnels for Sydney's biggest rail project in decades was not about saving
money. But the commitment to smaller tunnels has sparked fears among some transport planners that, for the sake of a few centimetres on either side,
the government could be forever locking off transport options. This is because the size of the tunnels may not affect only the type of trains that use the
North West Rail Link.
The government has also committed to connecting the north west link with another rail crossing for Sydney Harbour, so it will also have implications
for the types of trains that use that crossing. One concern is that it could limit the harbour crossing's ability to accommodate double-deck inter-urban
trains, or even high-speed trains if they were introduced on the east coast. The project director for the North West Rail Link, Rodd Staples, told an
industry briefing last week the tunnels would have an internal diameter of 6.1
metres. This is about 40 centimetres smaller than tunnels bored for the Epping to Chatswood link. It is also too small to fit a Sydney double-deck train
and its overhead wiring...
The chief executive of industry group the Tourism and Transport Forum, John Lee, said it was conventional to shape the size of a tunnel around the
type of train to run through it. ''I think it has been a smart decision,'' Mr Lee said.
Ms Berejiklian said: "There will be some cost savings in building smaller tunnels, however, there will also be some additional costs like the conversion
of the Epping to Chatswood rail tunnels to this new rapid transit system.' The second harbour crossing will be part of the rapid transit network. Fast,
high-capacity, single-deck trains means we can move more people every hour than regular double-deck services.''
However, the Herald's transport inquiry of 2009 and 2010 argued against this analysis and found that double-deck trains could carry more people.

with subsequent
confused iterations to
try to make Metros
work, not find the best
options

beginning
the 2nd
phase of
Metro
mayhem

IPA

The promise to end the "stench"

Infrastructure NSW Bill introduced and passed: BOF 2nd Reading Speech - This bill delivers what the New South Wales Liberals-Nationals have outlined in
detail over the past 18 months. The creation of Infrastructure NSW will, at long last, take the politics out of infrastructure decision-making, to get the right
infrastructure projects delivered on time and on budget. We will put an end to the stench that has surrounded infrastructure decision-making for more than
a decade during which projects were drawn up on the back on envelopes before media conferences, recycled with the regularity of new Labor leaders,
started, stopped, varied and too often abandoned, and chosen by politicians and faction bosses in back rooms ... not in the public interest according to the
actual needs of the taxpayers, citizens and our economy. NB supposedly Premier cannot take action without consulting portfolio minister/s. Treasury
Regulations seemingly part-replaced by requirement for "business case" but WestConnex proceeded without a timely one, then a defective one.

Mr Lyon said a metro-style rail system was a contentious political and planning issue in Sydney because of the CBD Metro “debacle". In its submission
(to Minister Berejiklian), Infrastructure Partnerships identifies corridors where heavy rail or buses will not be able to meet future demand, including
Victoria Road from Rozelle to Parramatta in Sydney’s west, Military Road on the lower north shore and Anzac Parade in the south-east. It says the
government should use feasibility and demand analysis conducted by the previous government to “lead the public in an informed debate around the
future role of a metro system" (AFR).

$30 billion - hidden, illigitimate, trumped Greiner's iNSW

BOF

The end of the promise

May 2011

iA, post-Eddington, in its 2017 Australian Infrastructure Plan came close to endorsing the West Metro while the
status was 5 to 10 years off, with a category of “business case development”; while the 2016 Federal Budget
gave the definitely-not-legitimised Parramatta tram $78.3 million. NSW Labor was compliant and co-defendant.

HISTORICAL REALITY – WHERE SHOULD THE “BUSINESS CASES” HAVE FOCUSSED?
This document is an overview. There are detailed documents including
•
•
•
•

Bairdian citicide collides with democracy
• Repairing Sydney – project planning & approval
processes (a deceitful & destructive privatisation)
Secrecy is expensive as well as toxic
• Case to Pause the Disastrous Metros
Sydney’s tri-governmental crisis
• West Metro probity & fact sheet
Costs Vs benefits of Berejiklian’s Bradfield
“reforms”
• GSC’s fate in prospect
Eddington Bedrock: from Christie to Greiner to Gibbons
Various on Peninsula transit crisis & Baird’s fiascos, Localism solution to greyhounds crisis,
Creative Reconstruction of NSW Local Government, ReviveBlueMountains, East Gippsland Revival Plan etc
Thank God for the Plague (1900-10)- the great Improvement Generation; and Sydney’s Stumbles – the failure of Greater Sydney

The principal characteristics of transport “projects” since about 1995 were that “projects” were divorced from
“city planning”, without meeting Treasury Guidelines on Economic Appraisal (“engineering & economics”), but
dictating the exclusion of options in accord with the PM’s derogatory term “ideology and stupidity”. The first
examples were Bruce Baird’s “Airport Ghost Train” and the tram compromise that had to be baled out by Fed
Labor; but Labor rolled the non-system out through two failed motorway PPPs, railway disorders and the
crowning glory, the “stench” of its metros which erupted from a unit within Premier & Cabinet. At about the
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same time, lobbyists invaded a declining Executive Service, making for “corruption in plain view”. It is now
common for the same faces to appear on competing planning, operational, regulatory and boards; and for
personal relationships to hinder impartiality.
Here follows a report card on Berejiklian’s project achievements since 2011.:

OVERVIEW OF MAIN PROJECTS & TRANSPORT MASTER PLAN MISBIRTH
PROJECT

STATUS

CONSEQUENCES

iNSW

•

iNSW’s 2014 plan had none of the technical back-up that
Greiner’s had in 2012.

•
•
CBD/Eastern
Suburbs tram

•
•

Newcastle
rail/ tram

•
•
•

Peninsula
transit

•

Parramatta
trams

•
•

- see case
study in
Addendum
•

WestConnex

•

Its “plan” is 3 years old and was an
endorsement of Berejiklian’s wish list –
like Plan for Growing Sydney, without
legitimacy* - it is “ideology & stupidity”
keeps files under password in intranet so
unknown if and what they with BCAs
No sign of effective work seen in media or
debates
Started as political deal between Gillard,
LM Moore and then Berejiklian – no
meeting iA guidelines esp re BRT options.
Max Moore-Wilton urged speed - no BCA
or other reports – also Crikey’s analyst
said project looked alright (2 x clangers)
Labor and then LM Tate had several
panels, all dominated by developers, so
political cynicism increased
Berejiklian passed legislation in 2015 to
close line, Baird said corridor would be
developed
Controversy continued, over Xmas
Berejiklian ordered track to be removed
then sped off o/s
Recycled road and rail plans over years
but Govts not keen for lifestyle
preservation
ParraCity published a rail plan in 2010,
before the explosion of interest in trams
The Chatswood to Parramatta line had
been Labor policy since 1998 but was
broken into two due to cost blowouts and
construction incompetence in Chatswood
to Epping
On 18 October ’17 Berejiklian announced
an alignment that excluded Strathfield.
Doubt she knows the implications but it is
piling stupidity onto the initial malice.
Major route factors are uncertain, funding
short by up to $30 billion – worse, the real
number is not known

•

The Age printed a leaked report which
revealed a Government directive that
public transport modes were NOT to be
considered in F6 Business Case. That
would be contrary to iA/Treasury
guidelines and illegitimate generally.

•

On 18 October ’17 Berejiklian announced
curtailment to south, change in tenders
(sweeten tenderer for Tempe spaghetti?)
and break into stages

There was no sign that it or TfNSW had done east/west
needs assessments or of rail by-pass of CBD + Badgery’sMaldon-Dombarton which had been urged in my 2012
submission – this leading to a waste of $20 billion+ and
delaying Sydney logistics security and W shift of jobs
This project suffered classic signs of incompetent preplanning – massive cost overruns, trees removed, questions
not answered at public meetings, bus network changes
disadvantaged community. Grattan did special report on
ineptness. “Business plan” was a PR brochure, benefits claim
was highly optimistic
The options were not explored, Berejiklian insisting on a
tram. RG published an op-ed in Newcastle Herald arguing for
Broadmeadow bus interchange, partly on 1880 precedent.
Line was cut at Wickham thus leaving the problem of
Hamilton level Xing for a future generation to have to fix
Berejiklian’s mistake.
Local professionals see the outcome as the worst Berejiklian
could have achieved if she’d tried.
Baird commissioned cost-effective scheme from RG in 2008
but pinched it. SHOROC blew out the scale and cost, leading
to Berejiklian committing to uber-tunnel from Rozelle to
Allambie Hts. No plan, no options, no sense
Current tram is worst option, like Labor the Royal Oak is
being demolished ahead of legitimisation. Parra/Epping is a
most important section of “missing links” and the
adaptation of the rail skeleton to better serve future needs.
Berejiklian resented Labor’s use in a Federal election and
sterilised the route by installing trams (malice).
As elsewhere, she eschewed options and Swifta tram/trains
can deliver rapid transit on the route except on public street
sections – a part of © EDDINGTON BEDROCK
WestConnex is a logical concept done badly. iA and SGS
pointed to adverse consequences from poor pre-planning;
Grattan attacked the initial concessional loan as prelegitimisation. Eastern end near F6 is archaic: Rockdale City
engaged high-level consultants to incorporate Brereton’s
airport roads which is so typical of DMR/RTA recalcitrance.
Tenderers have pulled out of the Tempe spaghetti, allowing
time for revision.
Actual benefit/cost ratio will not be higher than 0.7, meaning
the project should not have proceeded. It will be “full” by
2031. The stages approach is contraindicated in iA, iNSW,
experts’ and even lobbies’ views
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PROJECT

STATUS

CONSEQUENCES

Bankstown/
Green Square
Metro

•

Airport Link has two stations but Metro
will put in one more and iA sees additional
tram as essential.

No known needs analysis of E/W demand (cross-regional),
focus is on CBD axis which may be stupid. iA was appeasing
Berejiklian and especially LM Moore w/o logic or analysis.

•

The Bankstown extension was decided by
the project team (TfNSW advice) which is
weird, undemocratic and inept – they
didn’t realise they’d “have” to
“straighten” platforms, massively
increasing costs – but all unnecessarily

•

Labor idea, one of many on the merry-goround, A “lot of money” has been spent
out-of-sequence (attacked by Grattan as
pushing up costs) – but it reduces investor
and community confidence. Borger’s
“there’s no downside” was typical cant.

Metro: “public” benefit/cost ratio appears to be about 0. A
complete mis-statement and misunderstanding. Greiner and
Christie proposed rapid transit on upgraded Bradfield lines,
with capacity of 40,000 passengers per hour in each
direction. The Metro is a “white elephant” and its cost
burden prejudices more logical options.
Might be valid but there are many internal options and no
testing of the main Christie/Greiner one which has major
advantages.

West Metro

•

UGNSW

•

GSC

•

Goanna Transit Bridge out of RG’s work Vs
Labor is cost-effective and very useful,
that it is neglected is a sign of
psychological defects as well’s as
UGNSW’s hubris.
“Landcom on steroids”, Berejiklian took
personal control (UG tried to steal
Goanna)

Statutory body but subject to dismissal
without reason. “Command” roles:

1...lead metropolitan planning
3...integrate government infrastructure decisionmaking with land use planning, Infrastructure
and land use decisions

Cruise ships

•

Logistics

•

•

Labor’s closure of “working harbour” by
Carr/Costa saw ships move from Darling
Harbour to White Bay w/o transit support
Strategic documents excluded logical
logistics leading to wrong approach to
Port Botany, loco selections, WS
employment and long-term mercantile
security
Second Airport posits major employment
uplift – WSROC disproved that

Berejiklian rejects all of RG’s work ex cathedra and thereby
lost Google and 16,000 housing units – Goanna has a
different function but councils also tricked

Obvious motive is forcing the West Metro against all
accepted planning and project principles Vs better options.
Its engagement incompetence forced backdowns on Anzac
Pde, Parra Road and inner-SW. It needs revision and possibly
abolition.
Has a strategic planning role but no powers and is confined
to Plan for Growing Sydney. Recently excluded from regional
panels – a confused situation. Defies central Greater Sydney
focus which was abolition of statutory authorities. Act
needs to be strengthened and clarified.
Carnivale refused to consider Goanna which offers a 2-3
minute transit; while current moves to remodel Garden
Island adds to $70 billion in unfunded promises
Greiner rightly observed a lack of relevant skills in
government. Then head of transport planning, now head of
DOPE, refused in 2012 to consider Thinking Logical Logistics II
– Eastern Seabord Rail Strategy, leading to continued gap in
competence and high costs and adverse media then.
Moorebank IMT has little logistics legitimacy but Fed DIRD
produced a silly report justifying short trips + double
handling, for political purposes, showing “capture”

* There are extensive discussions in the Commission of Audit, iNSW and iA reports about the logic and merits of compliance with
accepted probity and prudential standards. iA proposes that no Federal money be allocated to projects which have not been so
legitimised. Not one of the NSW projects has been fully legitimised. All might meet the PM’s notion of “ideology & stupidity”.

Not all failed promises are tracked such as wi-fi on airport link trains, nor the intrinsic Metro lies such as “extra
600,000 passengers a day”, “transformative”, “congestion busting”, “customer orientated”, and “anyone who
wants a seat will get one” (against Andrew Constance’s more honest, it’s a metro, get used to it)
15 August 2016
iA has twice written that it “is not involved in Western Sydney planning”, but its stated roles include to ...
publicly advocate for reforms on key issues including financing, delivering and operating infrastructure and how to
better plan and utilise Australia's infrastructure networks.
It also promised:
... a consistent culture of robust and transparent decision making and delivery across infrastructure sectors. Ahead
of project selection, we need to improve the evidence base for decision making by increasing the delivery and
quality of integrated long-term infrastructure and land-use planning, stakeholder engagement and project
development studies
8

Consult Australia produced Capturing Value – realising new
funding for infrastructure and urban renewal in 2013, with the
following principles (all currently absent) to be implemented:
1. Develop a comprehensive, long-term plan
2. Embrace genuine and robust stakeholder consultation*
3. Carefully select the improvement district
4. Create a shared vision
5. Establish a clear and balanced governance framework
6. Understand the risks and rewards for all stakeholders
7. Use incentives to attract private investment and better
design
8. Secure the ability to influence outcomes
9. Build trust as a core value.
All this is admirable but reality is well behind theory.

The urban budget, if achieved, would encompass
Federal and State governmental sources (general
subsidies and programs and cf the “tax incremental
financing” method), private contributions from all
sources including §94 covering local infrastructure,
and profits from land-banking especially use of
“brown fields” or recycling of army and utility
properties, and so on. (State and LGA developer
charges are dealt with together here as they suffer
parallel defects.)
This is a next to impossible task in Sydney and is not
covered by the Greater Sydney Commission Act.

* should be “engagement”

but that was after their mistakes in Western Sydney had been pointed out to the and a “rescue plan” proposed:
Tramways are a special case. The economics of BRT and the importance of Euro 6 emission standards are not
well-understood. Bi-articulated buses outperform trams in every dimension – no coal-fired electricity, no
embedded perway costs, no operational limitations in times of mishap and special events etc. iNSW made some
of these points but a full exploration is overdue, the last having been in Scully’s time.
It is rare to find a Prime Minister who articulates urban reform values, but it is unfortunately characteristic of
modern culture that “projects”, without a “plan”, frustrate those intentions; and the PM seems to have no
recourse to better expertise because of “groupthink”, lobby infiltration and agency.
NSW’s two un-elected agencies have to push the “ideology & stupidity” projects across Sydney, in the
Government’s jumble of capricious Ministerial announcements, political intimidation, destructive project
management, inequitable proposed taxation, and growing community disaffection and cynicism.

NSW Planning & Environment’s CEO sits on IPA advocating metros and tollroads, in Planning (doing
“planning”? and project approvals), on GSC (quasi-planning, scheme approvals and mandated community
interventions), and on iNSW doing evaluations of metros and tollroads.
She was appointed from Transport without planning qualifications, announced to be due to her support to
the then Transport Minister, now Premier, with the underpinning transport documents. The Transport Long
Term Master Plan in 2012 was the start of Berejiklian’s ideology-led and probity-light “strategic” statements.
(One on Rail Futures lasted less than a month – of course, June to July 2012.) . At the time the officer refused to
consider Gibbons’ work, leading to “Transport thinking stuck in bureaucratic black box” (DT 5 Apr ’12) and
Andrew Clennell cited their arrogant failure to consider options in his classic “Liberal Bromance between Barry
O’Farrell and Nick Greiner hits great divide” (DT 29 Oct ’12):
submissions to Berejiklian's draft transport masterplan closed on Friday but Transport for NSW is not even expected
to make those submissions public.
One, from a former head of planning at the transport department Robert Gibbons, released to The Daily Telegraph,
suggests a Hurstville to Strathfield train line could take pressure off a second Harbour rail crossing and a MaldonDombarton rail line could service Port Kembla in terms of freight and take the pressure off traffic around Port Botany.
Gibbons argues both the transport masterplan and the State Infrastructure Strategy have failed to properly take into
account those two projects, which when last assessed would cost about $1 billion each.
A spokesman for Transport for NSW did not give a commitment to release the submissions. "Transport for NSW will
collate his latest feedback and make a decision on the most appropriate way to present all of this information with
the final masterplan."

Of course all such ideas were filtered out (ditto local government and planning reviews – and Labor’s Blueprint
too, part of the long-term decline in public sector competency.)
Here is a summary of the background to the comments in 2012 on NSW Long Term Transport Master Plan (cf DT
Transport Thinking Stuck in Bureaucratic Black Box (5 Apr ’12):
The Masterplan and iNSW’s SIS should be expected to cover every important factor, but no
9

Non-strategic approach
to logistics
Strangely, wanted
smarter project
procurement, the
opposite of what
happened
Bradfield system seen
as a drag on economy
No N/S assessment, all
CBD-centric

No mention of Maldon-Dombarton or of Western intermodal terminal needs associated with Parkes but
also no mention of Moorebank! No mention of community dimensions such as in Botany and Randwick
and re-use of electric locomotives (but high voltage AC). It proposed a Port Botany Precinct Plan and
such amorphous propositions as:
Implement rail freight infrastructure enhancements to increase the share of freight carried on the rail network,
with new investment in rail pinch points, measures to improve rail competitiveness and the development of a
metropolitan intermodal terminal network

Came out 2 months after July ’12 decision and shows no respect for Christie’s and Greiner’s work as well
as generations of reformers back to the Improvement Commission in 1908-09 and Eddy and others
before. Missed opportunities to use the mainlines to run different types of vehicles across a very large
and potentially flexible matrix.
Metromania seems to be a psychological disorder associated possibly with Dunning-Kruger Disorder and
certainly symptomatic of groupthink

No methodology given
for comparing
investment in different
modes, routes etc

Continued the long-standing lack of analytical and evidentiary frameworks but calls for the metrics
approach (in theory). Massive financial commitments missed sound investment ranges.
No project- or industry-economic and financial studies, no scenario testing, no sensitivity testing within a
robust benefit/cost analysis, no engineering and technology understanding underpinning passenger and
freight

The quality of discussion was low and generalised, too much was concealed, the worry is, this was clearly
Berejiklian’s standard of analysis and policy formulation as it continued through policy publications, project
decisions, community presentations and the media. The latter swallowed the lot, with a few exceptions.

The “cold bath” reality appears to be:
the Westmead to Carlingford tramway started as a semi-sensible regional approach supported by $100
million in feasibility studies - wasted, to an obsessive Ministerial desire to sterilise the incredibly important
Parra-to-Epping rail link with a thought bubble-driven by real estate speculation. Its new EIS has too many
redacted numbers.
Damage to the local competitive position and tax base, the loss of quality and cost-effective transit to the
Second Airport, and Christie/Greiner mainline upgrading logic, is immeasurable. It is also unfunded, with a
quasi-Benefit Cost Analysis that is full of holes and vapid hopes of voluntary contributions which didn’t
work in London – and why would they work here?
Then Minister Berejiklian capriciously chose Devonshire St as the Surry Hills passageway without realising it
didn’t run through. She ignored protests from the resident action group and Sydney Lord Mayor and
smashed through blocks of flats. She is unlikely to be swayed by NPRAG’s objections no matter how valid.

FEDERAL INTERFACES
The Federal Government is involved in Sydney through many means1 :

1

1.

Its own biases change with PMs but are expressed in pro-project terms – pro-tram, pro-Metro, proWestConnex, pro-value capture, pro-inland rail, pro-CSG and coal mines, and so on. These unqualified
preferences are now seen to have been based on inadequate agency support

2.

It sets rules on States and for PPP interactions but there is dissatisfaction with delivery – it now has leverage
over NSW which is desperate for out-of-priority subsidies

3.

It allocates funds through grants (with different terms applied under mainstream Budget grants)

4.

It advises on tax incentives and capital funding

5.

Its Department of Infrastructure and Regional Development surveilles iA, funds feasibility studies, organises
Ministerial speeches and travel, and participates in lobbying boards especially Infrastructure Partnerships
Australia’s – the web of interactions now looking like a spider’s web and needing a Herculean clean-out, and

See Prof Richard Tomlinson UMelb’s critique
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiUvpTgzefWAhXD7YMKHYR_DP4QFggoM
AA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.theaustralian.com.au%2Fnews%2Fnation%2Fmalcolm-turnbull-follows-up-on-30minute-cities-aspiration%2Fnewsstory%2F60b0ac4948cab6227c04db2acb87f73f&usg=AOvVaw1a-liKdYN8CPTIGHwqS-oK
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6. It now has funding and urban policy units with the PM’s own Department which has been criticised, rightly or
wrongly, by IPA. “30 Minute Cities” and related high-level conceptual reports and speeches have been
produced but there are no known practical results or corrections of factors that are adverse to stated
objectives.

The current document is one item in a series around the “Save Sydney” theme. Three conclusions seem to
be reasonable from the overall directions:
•

the failure to meet accepted standards of project assessment and the exclusion of consequential
damage to the Bradfield-era heritage rail system means that Metro and associated tunnel actual or
theoretical funds should not be expended until it is known what the contingent liability from the
Bradfield degradation will be. This is a “Catch-22” that is consequential to ideology-based
decisionmaking that is so decried by PM Turnbull. Minister Constance should be encouraged to meet his
promise to release details of real estate factors in Business Cases which are shams now.

•

iA and its chairman emphasised the importance of feasibility testing of options and then business cases
for short-listed prospects. Its comments on WestConnex suggested that better pre-planning might have
reduced costs as well as community rejection. There are options that have the potential to produce
better outcomes more cheaply and quickly. iNSW and iA do not pursue such options.

•

The inherent complexity between Metro system development, the cannibalisation of the Bradfield-era
double-decker system, and the risky air-space residential densification of the MTR model, makes this a
potentially disastrous case study: sacrificing the hard-won proceeds of privatisation on a system that is
unlikely to meet more than 4% of new dwellings over 15 and more years does not have the ring of
success about it.

Federal protections have failed – the 2009 COAG determinations have not yet been implemented and iA postEddington is a cheerleader for Metros, making egregious errors of fact and logic (especially regarding the 2nd
Harbour Crossing, the West Metro and the Waterloo-Green Square metro/tram/BRT confusion). After Greiner’s
iNSW was monstered in 2012, iNSW retreated into a safe shell from which it has not re-emerged.
The current disaster is the latest of the Parramatta tramways, the former and righteous Epping to Parramatta
link. The financial position appears to be:
• Cost is $3.41 billion
• NSW funding is $1 billion
• Value capture targetted to raise $1.3 billion, unlikely, see
http://www.onlineopinion.com.au/view.asp?article=17989&page=0#).
• Balance from Feds - $1.1 billion – why would they pay even more for an illegitimate fraud?

THE FORGOTTEN LEVEL – LOCAL
A background factor is the colossal failure of the Coalition’s suite of local government and planning legislation.
Every sector of society had called for both and BOF made meaningful promises. Closed shops and corrupt links
befouled the resulting inquiries, all of which disappeared. Baird’s ascension saw 2010-11’s promises burnt –
forced amalgamations (with suppression of opposition) replaced localism while the abandonment of Part 3A
saw Hazzard’s “Landcom on steroids”, activation zones then Priority Precincts – as based on State control
through un-elected officials lacking accountability and under oppressive internal sanctions.
All are much worse than Part 3A which was co-authored by the Planning Institute which is now dominated by
commercial imperatives. The former long-standing Director-General of Planning proposed a simple path to a
new Planning Act but that was ignored and Planning has shown itself to be incapable of policy innovation.

At the time of Minister Hazzard’s reforms, an alternative scheme to avoid amalgamations but maximise
effectiveness was prepared on the suggestion of Chris Hartcher MP which was based on a thorough
knowledge of Australian and international reform movements and of “evidence”:
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JRPPs%Vs%RPCs%
JRPPs%cannot%%
• improve%community%engagement,%%
• de8toxify%the%council%environment,%%
• keep%planning%instruments%up8to8
date,%
• strengthen%infrastructure%ﬁnancing%
cycles,%%
• provide%state/local%partnership%
assessments%over%all%DAs,%%
• improve%handling%of%state8signiﬁcant%
projects%requiring%both%community%
engagement,%“public%inquiry”%and%
professional%assessment%in%good%
Gme.%

STATE%
GOVERNMENT%
Freeway%
Rail%link%
Port%
Hospital%
Jus6ce%etc%

AUDITOR%
GENERAL%

PRECINCT%A%
REGIONAL%
PLANNING%
COUNCIL:%

Project%outline:%
•
•
•
•
•
•

Economic%
Financial%
Engineering%
Environmental%
Social%
Opera6onal%etc%

•
•
•
•

LGA%1%
LGA%2%

Data%
Op6ons%
Interpreta6on%
Liaison%etc%

LGA%X"

ChareLes%

JRPPs%can%%
• improve%assessment%quality%of%
larger%DAs,%
• improve%independence%of%
assessment%in%contenGous%
circumstances,%%
• uGlise%council%resources,%
• conﬂict%council%oﬃcers%where%
they%also%have%to%advise%
councillors,%%
• idenGfy%weaknesses%in%
instruments.%
%

Recommenda6ons%

Lobbies had called for cities the size of Brisbane and Auckland – in ignorance of the actual arrangements
there. Still, the 1 million average was useful to map six “regional planning councils” in a Sydney of 7 million,
with over 60 individual “community governments” in the eventual growth boundaries (the GSC’s district
boundaries fail on such grounds). Integrated State through to precinct planning frameworks were flowcharted so as to build a “willingness to pay” culture. The RPCs would corporatise all council planning staff
so meeting the Hawker Committee’s “toxic employment culture” (2002):

PRECINCT%B%
PRECINCT%C%
PRECINCT%D%
PRECINCT%X"

STATE%
SIGNIFICANT%
PROJECTS%

TRIBUNAL%
•
•

Recommenda6ons%

Compliance%
check%
Plebiscite%

IDEAS"GO"BOTH"WAYS"

It would be too easy to recall the survey findings of various bodies including the Australian and NSW Local
Government Associations, ACELG, the UNE’s experts especially Professor Brian Dollery, and notably Professor
Percy Allan’s inquiry for the LG&SA. The main area of community distrust is the handling of development
applications: Creative Reconstruction solved that group of problems through its internal reform structures and
flows. It also would have improved discipline on errant officials, economies, develop confidence in prenegotiated design statements, and financing of infrastructure.

GOVERNANCE
The Baird Government introduced the creation of the Greater Sydney Commission with much fanfare about
surpassing past coordinative efforts. The Committee for Sydney’s Are we there yet? Value capture and the
future of public transport in Sydney (December 2015) erroneously asserted it had inspired the “emergence of
the first metropolitan coordination structure Sydney has seen in the form of the Greater Sydney Commission”.

The Transport & Highways Commission failed in 1952, Professor Wilsenski did not succeed in persuading
Premier Wran to integrate planning, later Minister Knowles failed with a statutory scheme to implement
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planning schemes as did the Urban Strategy Group under Bob Wilson and John Mant. The western Sydney
growth commission was re-absorbed back into the Planning Department which was potentially positive,
but “delivery agencies” in Barangaroo, Metros from 2008 and priority development zones have further
distanced decision-making from community.
The GSC was made subservient to Ministerial whim and chained it to illegitimate projects (explicitly rejecting
outsiders’ ideas). Its draft District Plans avoid controversy and maximise GSC’s West Central District Plan regards
the tram as game-changing and transformational and accepts it and the possible West Metro as fait accompli,
devoid of any need for analytical and empirical justification. The tram (with its poisoned origin) is the spine of its
first collaboration exercise which is mainly real-estate-driven and means concordance with TfNSW:

GSC appears to have little understanding of the capacity and cost differentials between trams and BRT under apple
v apple assumptions – BRT is far more effective as well as being much more energy responsible. GSC has some of
the best talent in Sydney among its employees but some notable duds in the clouds as showed by simple internet
searches. Its “Three Cities” vision and District Plans are barely relevant when it is realised that:
•

Three Cities means nothing without fundamental changes in infrastructure and commercial and residential
“culture” including collapsing small centres into the bigger ones to enable central economics, breaking
arterial routes that diffuse movements, and creating new transit “expressnets”© around the three nodes
where all foreseeable money has been sunk into an unproductive arterial metro network centred on the
Sydney CBD

•

GSC is heavily conflicted with its planning structure omitting municipal officials and its board membership
interlinked with “hidden in plain sight” links with Infrastructure Partnerships Australia with its
monothematic obsession with the advocacy of tollroads and metros etc, with Planning (setting plans and
approving metros and tollroads etc), iNSW with its assessment of metros and tollroads etc, and with GSC
which is charged with the implementation of tollroads and metros etc, with . The Chief Commissioners’
reported seat in Cabinet must restrict her elsewhere (it didn’t work for the spritely and independent Nick
Greiner)

•

Their densification in Canterbury-Bankstown lacks a transit or road basis – increased congestion is
inevitable as well as worsened affordability and heat-sink effects – none analysed by any Government
agency and regarded by silo-thinkers as fairy-tale factors

•

They don’t mention known problems and negotiate solutions, Bankstown Airport being a famous and
notable case

•

Capricious announcements based on owner profiteering are foisted on it by Ministers, Canterbury
Racecourse being the most recent known case

•

It uses “productivity” as a measuring stick but the definition is hidden and sits badly with such statements
as that Peakhurst (without a rail station) is more productive than Mortdale and Penshurst (both of which
have)

•

Its affordable housing targets are difficult to achieve where the ownership pattern of new apartments is so
risky, apart from the reality that no extra transit capacity will be available

•

Its commitment to “metrics” lacks a meaningful feedback loop to mega-projects-making which have
political/ideological momentum that repels logic

•

Value Capture as mooted will be anti-competitive and impose spatial and intergenerational inequalities. In
any case, it is also known as “drip funding”.
GSC is a suave sledgehammer – required to force through Government-dictated densifications without demur.
Reality would indicate that such a commission should lead, not just follow – see the quotes on the cover of this
report. GSC’s survival is essential and a review of its Act should be brought forward.
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UGNSW makes no pretence that it is anything but a herd of ex-employees from a hard-edged development
company/s. It has mismanaged a succession of community interfaces and embarrassed Ministers. It also pushes
high-rises as the answer then seeks to garner infrastructure out-of-order and without planning logic. There is no
place for UGNSW is a properly-functioning planning regime: priorities would be set as on the right-hand side of the
following graphic, then passed to the market for quality decision-making and implementation. As with “planning”
and DAs generally, it would be better to revert to the Wran/Greiner 1980 scheme, as it was before Carr & Crew
fragmented it under lobby contamination.
The housing patterns inherent in different transport/land use development strategies have to be assessed
independently of Government for reasons stated in the Grattan’s Roads to Riches, shown below with a synopsis
of this author’s proposed reworking of the planning systems across Australia:

RMS / company
WESTCONNEX

Department of
Planning &
Environment

LOBBIES

METRO

THE ALTERNATIVE SYSTEM

LGA & COMMUNITY
URBANGROWTH
NSW
Unsolicited
Proposals

Plan for Growing
Sydney
GREATER SYDNEY
COMMISSION

Department of
Planning &
Environment

LGA & Community

Eddington/Treasury
scenario testing &
engagement

THE CURRENT SYSTEM

GREATER SYDNEY
COMMISSION –
amended role

Plan for Growing
Sydney

METRO
RMS / company
WESTCONNEX
URBANGROWTH
NSW
Unsolicited
Proposals

The patterns will include genuine mixtures of high, medium and low density housing, limitations of TODs, and
equity and efficiency between taxation options. The dominant thinking of the MTR model is to be replaced by an
independent and expert agency. Transport would follow, not lead, “planning” principles and engagement.
Former Commissioner for Main Roads Bruce Loder said it best in “Poor vision for the state in the blurring of the
divide” - SMH on 10 April 2008:
Unfortunately, the Roads and Traffic Authority failed in its role as guardian of the public interest probably
because, in common with the rest of the public service, it no longer has the ability to do so.
Both the Cross City and Lane Cove tunnels are ill-conceived and doubtful economically. It goes without saying that
neither are financially viable as toll roads. The Lane Cove Tunnel has the further defect of virtually eliminating
Epping Road as an effective link in the Sydney Metropolitan road system. In effect a toll is being levied on a
previously existing untolled road - a technique used only as a means of limiting vehicular access to a centre as in
Singapore and London.
The deterioration in management and skills in the public service exemplified in the Roads and Traffic Authority
extends throughout the service and explains in part the problems of delivery being experienced in health,
transport and public works.
It will not be easy to restore the public service to an effective provider of works and services and guardian of the
public interest, but until then and until the roles of government and public service are once more clearly
defined, we can expect the standard of government in NSW to continue to decline and the quality of services in
NSW to continue to fall relative to other states.

CITY PLAN
COAG responded to NSW’s Metromania (the PM’s “ideology and stupidity” label), in 2009 by adopting this
resolution, which is mirrored by iA’s policy that only legitimised projects should be eligible for Commonwealth
funding – not observed in practice:

CAPITAL CITY STRATEGIC PLANNING SYSTEMS – Minister Albanese’s press release
State and Territories will have capital city strategic plans by 2012 that meet national criteria for transport, housing, urban
development and sustainability.
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State and Territory planning systems will be independently assessed by the COAG Reform Council in this major
microeconomic reform agreed by Governments at today's COAG meeting.
Capital city strategic plans are needed to lift economic productivity, respond to climate change and ensure the nation is
geared up for 35 million people by 2049.
The national criteria will deliver better integrated and longer term - 30 year - infrastructure and land use plans. The criteria
require planned, evidence based land release to improve housing affordability, better transport planning to tackle urban
congestion, and new urban development to be better linked to transport, jobs and services.
Work will begin in 2010, with an initial report on each jurisdiction's plan to be completed during 2011. The Commonwealth
also has agreed to contribute to the reforms through its own property, assets, service delivery and approval processes.
The reforms adopted today will secure better outcomes from investments of all governments in Australia's cities and they
will strengthen public confidence in planning systems.

DIRD might be asked to explain why this was not followed through to completion, albeit some weaker moves are
afoot now, maybe. (As said later, there is little hope of sufficient reform.)
The City Plan would be best carried out, it is suggested, through a set of steps starting with State priorities and
involving Regional Planning Councils* as described in CREATIVE RECONSTRUCTION OF NSW LOCAL GOVERNANCE (and
nowhere else, lobbies have been incapable of thinking outside the amalgamation box).

BUSINESS PLANS
The reality is, there is no democratic or even unelected body with a genuine planning role over the metropolis.
There are too many options under various peoples’ carpets, with iA saying that
A more comprehensive options analysis may have identified [its] evolutions or other approaches earlier in the
planning and delivery process, potentially mitigating some risks around project certainty and scope.

That was about WestConnex but it applied to all of the Government’s projects as the Grattan Institute made
clear in “Mike Baird can make real reforms ...” (SMH 9 Dec ’16) – NB iA has described a BCR of 1.3 as “low” in its
documentation:
The first lesson: Only promise infrastructure after you’ve done your due diligence
Kristina Keneally was the first politician to commit to the Sydney Light Rail project, in 2010, at a cost of $500 million –
before the route had been determined. In 2012, Barry O’Farrell revised the project’s cost up to $1.6 billion – without a
properly assessed business case. Given how little homework had been done on the project, it’s unsurprising that the cost
shot up to $2.1 billion by the time Mike Baird signed contracts, in late 2014.
The Sydney Light Rail is a textbook case of premature announcement. Grattan Institute analysis has found that 75 per
cent of the value of cost blowouts come from projects where a politician made the first cost promise too early – before a
formal budget commitment and generally before a proper business case. This is because these prematurely announced
projects need larger cost upgrades not just early on, but throughout their lives.
The current guess-and-check approach to planning multi-billion dollar investments is negligent. If Premier Baird wants to
deliver projects “on time and on budget”, the first lesson to take from the Sydney Light Rail would be to improve the
governance of project announcements. Proper business cases should be reviewed by Infrastructure NSW or Infrastructure
Australia and tabled in Parliament before public funds are committed.

The second lesson: Learn from history
The fate of the Sydney Light Rail project demonstrates that that we need to get scientific about estimating projects’ cost
risks. Cost estimates for Australian transport infrastructure projects are systematically optimistic – over the past 15 years,
these projects have cost 24 per cent more than first estimated.
The saga of the Sydney Light Rail is a perfect illustration of this problem. For a large project that is announced
prematurely, expect the cost to be substantially higher – 38 per cent on average – by the time a contract is signed. Nor are
the overruns over and done with at that point. Projects with troubled beginnings like the Sydney Light Rail typically incur
an additional 10 per cent cost overrun during the construction period. If this were to occur on the Sydney Light Rail, the
project’s benefit cost ratio would fall further, to below 1.3.
Of course, insiders may explain the cost overruns on infrastructure projects by pointing to scope changes. And it’s true
that scope changes do explain a modest share of cost overruns – 9 per cent, in this latest cost hike. But even where the
scope changes are so substantial as to alter the whole character of a project, cost changes matter because it’s unlikely
that the project will be cancelled even if it is no longer worth building.
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If Premier Baird wants his legacy projects to finish on budget, he should demand much more than closer
monitoring of costs as projects are built. The actions that would really make a difference would be to curb his
fellow politicians from promising to spend public money before a business case and project evaluation have
been tabled in the Parliament, and to publish the post-completion report on projects afterwards. Then
perhaps Mike Baird could be the Australian premier that finally nails “on time and on budget”.

“Business Plans” are extra important now that they are a regulatory necessity. The recent ones have been
found wanting (a full technical critique is part of this suite). Even Tibby Cotter has to be included.
Grattan’s summary of the ES tram understates the level of community disturbance this project caused
unnecessarily. The loss of trees has been reported extensively. Less well known are consequential changes to
bus service patterns that inconvenience elderly residents in the main Randwick areas.
The Government has split projects into bits and away from planning logic, with neither the Greater Sydney
Commission nor the imminent City Deal making a difference. Governance is little-understood (as explained in my
EVERYONE SAYS THEY KNOW ‘GOVERNANCE BUT WHO DOES IT HALF-COMPETENTLY), and there is little chance there will be
because of distorted Ministerial powers and diminished executive independence and expertise.
Infrastructure Australia has an important role to play but it has made serious errors since Sir Rod Eddington’s
departure in 2014 – apparently in appeasement of Infrastructure Partnerships Australia and the NSW Premier,
with the PM supporting the WestConnex, Metro and tram ideas without apparently being briefed on process
defects including non-consideration of options.
Reform ideas have been prepared by a correspondent to John Menadue’s blog, by Professor Derek Scrafton and
by me – but iA is steadfastly isolationist.

INTERGENERATIONAL EQUITY
Finally, to summarise intergenerational equity implications, the Metro and tram projects, done in the ideological
mode that ignores probity and prudential guidelines applied to options, are breaching every guideline:
1.

Metros will change urban structure to increase congestion and worsen housing affordability – servicing no
more than 5%, and more likely 1%, of population growth with 100% of the transit budget is monumentally
questionable

2.

Metros will damage the Bradfield-era system which the Government is glossing over – what will future
generations be able to do with these degraded assets?

3.

Real social dislocation will come from over-densification in terms of private and public places and heat
sinks/energy irresponsibility. Terraces will be under-serviced and discouraged while congestion will worsen
across Bankstown’s Maginot Line and generally where trams are expected to over-densify

4.

Value Capture will create two classes of living places and generations and even then fail to meet funding
expectations

5.

Metros and trams will use up so much capital that better technologies will be neglected, reducing
proportional transit usage (cf Christie’s 50% more rail usage by 2021 to just maintain air quality) - NB the
Premier seems to be some $70 billion over-committed which means that all of the projects that have not started
might be “deferred” Labor-style

6. The metro has chosen a technology that will inflict unnecessary financial waste on coming generations
7.

Community cynicism will worsen, creating political instability and growing community rejection of conjoined
agencies and commercial lobbies

8. The agencies involved will not be able to contribute positively once amalgamated councils exercise their base
values – increasingly NIMBYism and fringe parties holding casting votes across more powerful constituencies.

There is a long list of reasons why the Westmead to Carlingford tramway should be paused so as to not repeat
the damage caused to Surry Hills, Anzac Pde and Haberfield – but the best single reason is to restore community
confidence in CITY PLANS and budgets.
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CONCLUSION & COULTAN QUOTES
The solutions have been set out in volumes within the SAVE SYDNEY suite. There seems to be little chance
that the leopard will change its spots, that regions will get a fair share of funding, or that unfunded
promises will curry favour; and with a State election looming in March 2019 (Fed possibly only 10 months
hence), Mark Coultan’s words seems to be the most apposite:

“NSW... is an effective one-party democracy. All things being equal, Labor almost always wins NSW
elections. The Liberals are there to share the spoils of parliamentary office, occasionally threatening
... Unless, that is, Labor so comprehensively stuffs things up that the electorate decides it must be
punished.... Both times the characteristic of the failing government was a perception that it was
blowing the state's fortunes on the centre of the city, to the disadvantage of the majority.”

“... it is not so much the project itself but the priority it has been given that represents the
misallocation of resources”.

“The politics of the Rozelle metro must have the hard heads at the ALP head office - if there are any
left - scratching their heads. By the next election the only thing the Government will have to show
for its efforts will be resumed properties, lucrative construction deals, and the prospect of years of
construction noise for local residents”.
Mark now advises Berejiklian, one can only hope that they realise that evasion and PR will no more save
them that Labor found.
I seek fairness after a long period of unfairness from Baird and Berejiklian and without that, I’ll leave
Coultan in the dust. The return from the IP value of the SAVE SYDNEY suite grossly exceeds the likely cost of
acquisition.
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ADDENDUM – PARRAMATTA AS CAPITAL OF SYDNEY’S WEST & GOANNA TRANSIT BRIDGE
Famous and infamous names have tried to come up with a practical scheme to speed transit between and
around the Sydney and Parramatta CBDs: Bradfield, Cox, Greiner, IMROC/WSROC, Parramatta City Council
(ParraCity), Leighton/Easson, Christie, Keneally, and the TTF/IPA/Dialogue’s-cum-Labor’s Metromeisters.
One integrated bi-level strategy, the Parramatta REP, was completed but it has been said often enough that all
transit promises were defeated except Bradfield’s (which is now being under-valued and undermined).
The recent collapses of the signature Google project in White Bay and the Walker Corp’s in Parramatta Square
are the public signs of a deep malaise – the crippling self-delusional effect of sitting in the CBD Privatised Metro
Control Centre (PMCC) and thinking “you” (salubrious Canberran, Eastern or North Shore dwellers, fully
subsidised) care about Western Sydney’s needs past and overdue, now and in the near future. “You” exclude
options, outsiders and probity as they are inconsistent with your Lobbyist religion.
Results = wrong technologies, highest possible costs, longest possible timeline, least effective service levels,
community cynicism, business frustration and professional disaffection. Solutions have to be holistic.
The current dominating notion is the Labor-cum-Berejiklian West Metro, which in turn is “fruit of the poisoned
vine” from the 2012 Berejiklian NW mini-tunnels. There is still confusion: at each end, The Bays Vs ParraCity’s
rail/tram/metro successive pushes; and along the middle – what is the purpose of greater transit capacity, to
serve existing or new activity centres, to be integrated or free-standing (something Berejiklian criticised in 2012)?
Why underground? – that doesn’t make sense given you cannot increase passenger capacity and numbers with
metro trains in most circumstances, contrary to popular belief.
It is time to stop the iA/iNSW nonsense, listen to the Grattan Institute and Commission of Audit, and use
resources wisely and quickly. Politicians and agencies need to be honest and open.

OVERVIEW OF WESTERN CORRIDORS
SUPPRESSION OF OPTIONS
SUPPRESSION OF PROBITY
NSW

Feds

•

Parra Road tram
cancelled (recent)

•

Greiner mainline
upgrading ignored

•

•

•

No release of paths
by completing
Epping-Parra and
serving 2nd Airport
(deliberate
sterilisation of
Epping link)
Ignore Google
redevelopment of
White Bay after the
PM and Baird had
described it as “the
most exciting urban
redevelopment
project in the world”
No Goanna Transit
Bridge to link E/W
tram/train and bus
services and relieve
Anzac Bridge,
cheaply and quickly

NSW

•

Non-enforcement of
WestConnex to
KSA/Pt Botany

•

Non-support for
integrated mainline
trains to 2nd Airport
Non-enforcement of
COAG and iA
standards and
protocols on
handling of projects

•

•

•

Funding projects in
breach of PM
undertaking to
restore iA credibility
and iA’s supposed
exclusion from
funding of nonlegitimised State
thought bubbles
Embedding of
lobbyists in
Ministerial offices
and crossmembership of
agency committees

•

Reversal of Commission of Audit
Interim to its Final Report

•

Non-integration and indeed reversal
of LG & Planning Acts reform

•

Exclusion of WestConnex from GIPA
protections and not sufficiently preplanning to get better outcomes (iA
opinion)

•

Embedding of lobbyists in Ministerial
offices and agency committees

•

Theft of Intellectual Property

•

Non-enforcement of iNSW protocols
and continued capricious
announcements of transport and
housing “priorities”, exclusion of
GSC from proper planning, and
smashing of Surry Hills and other
communities through unreversed
mistakes

•

•

Lies about funding sufficiency,
capacity of metro trains and
availability of adequate seating
ratios on long-distance metros
Deceit through incomplete and
heavily redacted “business cases”

Feds

•

Non-implementation of
COAG 2009 requirement
for “city plans” to
precede sectoral projects

•

Non-implementation of
the PM’s promises to
restore iA’s credibility and
reduce congestion etc

•

Allowed continuation of
conflicts of interest
between IPA, iA, DIRD,
and central and line
agencies

•

Non-enforcement of
iA/Eddington protocols
for complete and
integrated planning cycles
where projects are parts
of solutions

•

Exclusion of outsider
contributions

•

Deceit through
incomplete and heavily
redacted “business cases”

Ron Christie’s Long Term Strategic Plan for Rail of 2000-01 had hoped that the NW be built within 20 years and
Epping to Chatswood to open in 2008. Epping to Parramatta was to be finished in 2011-16 (i.e. “now”).
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In June 2009 the RTBU published its Rudd
related shovel-ready three-project booklet
(NW, SW and Parra-Epping) which
Berejiklian and Hartcher liked so much
they taxied down to Pitt St to thank State
Secretary Nick Lewocki. The
documentation presented economic and
engineering logic including this ---------->
The issue became a political football in the
later days of the NSW post-Carr Labor
metromania. In 2010 PM Gillard promised
to fund the completion with $2.1 billion
but the then NSW Opposition retaliated by
saying it would prefer its heartland of the
NW proceed instead and put the money
into the Pacific Highway upgrading. This
reversed its more genuine Sydney focus
(rather than Party political). (Remember that Berejiklian advocated NW heavy rail up to June ’12 but the metro
lobbyists on her staff seem to have persuaded her into a volte face the very next month – a saving of $200 million
costing NSW taxpayers $30,000,000,000 and climbing.)
Note that the Link was described as being even more important when the West Metro proceeds (as with all
Labor thought bubbles, it didn’t until Berejiklian’s conversion in July 2012).
The starting point was in the Bradfield days and later Carl Scully’s when there were professional discussions
about how to serve the lower north-west suburbs and, later, take pressure off the Main West Line. It was there,
a bit ugly but an arterial par excellence. A lot of the trains on it were heading north from Strathfield – so why not
put those trains over the Bridge and free-up paths so that fast passenger and freight trains could use the Main
West legacy assets more productively (as Greiner’s iNSW proposed)? (That would require a link from Chatswood
to the west, and Carr chose a tunnel under Lane Cove River which turned into a debacle.)
Berejiklian was reminded of her past support for sensible planning, by fax, at that time. In this context, Greiner’s
iNSW’s SIS in 2012 saw mainline track upgrading as producing a capacity of 40,000 passengers per direction, per
hour, obviating the need for complementary metro trains (but boosting the case for the Anzac Metro which the
metromaniacs had foolishly cancelled – it would be operating now if the Iemma and Rees Governments had had
commonsense). Greiner’s text summary was:
.... introduce rapid transit services on to the existing network. Services on the NWRL would be extended into the CBD
using the existing Harbour Bridge Line. Trains would then continue on the existing Inner West Line from Central to
Strathfield. This approach would provide high capacity metro-style services on the most congested part of the network
from Strathfield to Chatswood via the CBD. The target capacity for the rapid transit lines would be 40,000 passengers per
direction per hour. It would allow passengers from the NWRL to travel to the CBD without interchanging at Chatswood.
Additionally, once rapid transit is introduced on the Inner West Line, the other four lines between Strathfield and the
City could be exclusively used as express lines. This would mean faster and more frequent services to the CBD for
passengers on the Western, Northern and South Lines.

Some background on tram planning will be found on pp 7-10 above.
By contrast the heaviest traffic flows outside the CBD occur on the six-track Main West Lines between Strathfield and
An option
contained
in this author’s
work and on
nothe
others
previous
date
(especially
WSROC’s
or RDAthe
Sydney’s)
Central.
The development
work undertaken
Westof
Metro
project,
indicated
that this
corridor through
Inner
©
is to use West
Flexity
Swifta
rail
from
the services.
NW to Strathfield and thence over road to Hurstville,
could
offer tram/trains
a strong markettofor
rapid
transit
traversing and possibly linking with the Main West, Bankstown and East Hills lines, with minimal delay and low cost.
I prepared this map for SSROC but like all ROCs it was incapable of initiative (even though it had funded a 2010
exercise by Jacana):
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Summary of “public” benefits of Hurstville
to Strathfield/Parramatta (and Parramatta to Epping)
1. It would reinforce Parramatta’s, Hurstville’s and other centres’ role as
commercial and cultural centres, and increase rail patronage through the
middle suburbs and generally
2. It would free capacity in the central system for NW trains as necessary,
delaying or eliminating the need for expensive eastern rail works
3. It would decrease congestion throughout a major sweep of Sydney
4. It would mesh with demographic projections which show that well over 50% of
future residents in Sydney’s south-west will commute to the northern end of
the “global arc” around North Rye, Macquarie Centre, Norwest Business Park
and the like, meaning
a. They unnecessarily will have to travel through the CBD and Bridge
otherwise, contributing to the over-loading of Illawarra and other trains
b. A massive waste of time if not money for those commuters, the time
loss will encourage car usage even more, worsening congestion and
probably imposing tolls on family budgets
5. It would facilitate the more efficient movement of coal, containers and other
rail freight, taking trucks off our roads
6. It would facilitate special event and emergency operations by adding
multiple route options and extra bus interchange points (as well as alternative
track, signalling and power systems)
© Robert Gibbons

Charles Casuscelli at WSROC has suggested an “outer orbital”, a railway from Campbelltown to Hawkesbury.
That deserves to be in the mix for a proper “city plan” exercise done in accordance with iA and Greiner’s iNSW’s
guidelines, say through a revamped GSC.
Here’s a small chronology (there’s more under the Goanna Bridge later):
• Aug ’03 Michael Costa
dropped Epping to Parra link
due to low patronage (15,000
new trips per day) and impact
on Parramatta Park. This was
the end of Scully “big
projects” with emphasis back
to Christie’s line untangling
• 11 Aug ’10 Gillard - $2.1 b
Parra-Epping with $520 m
from State. NSW Coalition
objected
• Mar ’11 Coalition election,
Epping project abandoned,
BRT proposed

• Dec ’15 Baird announced
Parra-Olympic Park route,
dropped Macq Pk via
Carlingford line (preferred
by Lee MP), Castle Hill,
Bankstown and Strathfield
• Feb ’17 Berejiklian
announced Carlingford line
alignment, 16 tram stops
between Westmead and
Carlingford with long
detour around Parra Park
• March ’17 possibly extend
tram to Epping – the irony!

Thus the NW would have access to KSA and the CBD
quickly and the 2nd Harbour Crossing would be
delayed or obviated by reducing CBD train paths by
up to 30%. No more would commuters be forced
into and then out of the CBD unnecessarily – which
is Berejiklian’s direction.
Similarly, none of the highly-paid “borrow your
watch to tell you the time” consultants and public
servants around town thought of running express
services through the suburban network to the
Second Airport via the Main West.

Berejiklian has many false starts on Parramatta Road trams and metros in the Labor fashion, leading in to
cancellation of the $2.7 billion tram project after she determined to push on with the West Metro instead of
viable options.
Finally, under History, were ParraCity’s two strategic exercises which are summarised in these maps. The future
rail extension to Hurstville is otherwise known as the inner orbital. Jacana proposed it in 1998 going to
Burwood, and changed that to Strathfield in 2010 for SSROC (which has since declined to be involved). The
Strathfield form is the most prospective (cf EDDINGTON BEDROCK: FROM CHRISTIE TO GREINER TO GIBBONS), the tram
version emerging quickly after Premier Keneally and Opposition Spokesperson Berejiklian jumped from the
Bradfield battleship into the light rail barque:
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Elton Consulting prepared a Parramatta Light Rail – how the preferred network was determined in May ’06. It
referred to a precursor Business Plan without stating any contents or findings. Its logic is seen in the following
graphic: it cannot be regarded as a satisfactory representation of multi-modal and multi-route benefit/cost
analyses.
Important data were redacted which is unacceptable in a democracy but reflective of a State-dominated
community (undemocratic).

A consolidated summary of and
commentary on the Elton report
is at left. it would be unsafe to
proceed on its findings as it has
an inadequate context.
The important thing to remember
is that iNSW and iA guidelines
require feasibility and business
case testing of main options
before project and funding
decision-making; there is a world
of options that the Carlingford
tram studies have not even
mentioned. Again, as in other
contexts, COAG’s direction of
December ’09 to prepare City
Plans by 2012 has not been
carried to completion by any of
Fed DIRD and iA, or State iNSW,
TfNSW, DOPE or RDA Sydney.
The EIS Overview was released in
August ’17. It revealed:

•
•

•

At least 863 parking spaces
will be lost due to light rail.
Around 168 of those will be
relocated into nearby streets
and the rest the same as and
when possible

•

Some road intersections along
or near the new track are likely
to see worse traffic
congestion

•

Some road intersections along
or near the new track are likely
to see worse traffic
congestion

There will be impacts on both Aboriginal and Colonial archaeological sites and heritage items. Unesco
members stated that world heritage listing for Parramatta female factory will not be considered with
light rail route dissecting North Parramatta heritage precinct.
Both businesses and residential homes will be acquired and demolished or removed, including the 188
year old Royal Oak Hotel and a block of 28 homes
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Finally, the logic of the Goanna Transit Bridge from the western side of the CBD to Rozelle, but with extended
linkages, include:
1.

Linking of the street transit systems (bus and tram) on the eastern and western sides of the CBD via street
systems and the construction of a curved Goanna Transit Bridge© from above Barangaroo to Rozelle off the
tips of headlands (minimising land disruption). Its “mother” bridge was built 10 years ago at Coalcliff, costing
just $60 million. Extending for length, the Goanna would cost about $500 million – cheap for its great value

2.

Resolution of CBD congestion by the elimination of 7 E/W conflicted intersections through a circumferential
road and transit boulevard – where the Jan Gehl and George St tram schemes ignored the realities

3.

Provision of fast transit through The Bays to the Victoria Road corridor at Rozelle, including the Overseas
Passenger Terminal and White Bay Power Station (the Google site, now foregone due to delays in providing
transit enablement)

4.

Relief of the ANZAC Bridge (and speeding-up buses) which is about to experience more congestion off the
WestConnex works

5.

Promotion of walking and cycling in extension of current programs, and

6. Provision of a basis of a long-term fast transit service using Flexity Swifta or similar tram/trains to link street
and rail transit systems. (This is urban innovation but of a type well-known in Europe, checked by a former
Bombardier senior engineer.) One stream could run to Victoria Road and thence North Ryde; the other via
Norton Street and back to Central via three universities and two regional shopping/services centres.

Since Google’s departure, the concept of The Fireworks© apartment and mixed-use tower was developed by
RG. This might be 110 floors in height with the Goanna Bridge going through its middle, creating a transit and
retail/services structure over several floors. Two vertical firing pipes would allow spectacular fire curtains to
harmonise with the Harbour Bridge’s firework curtain. The configuration would be developed by a Joint
Venture: the Goanna is an “un-locking” stratagem.
Other firing sites through the CBD are horizontal.
The point is, the Goanna sits in a different time and space to the West Metro, they are not substitutes but
complements. There is no time to lose on the Goanna at least because of the 20,000 extra vehicles on the Anzac
Bridge; but the Government said it would make every effort to find a substitute for Google – learn from Google
and include the Bridge! The community might find the debate instructive if it is professionally prepared and
conducted, through say the GSC.2
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